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In Situ Measurement of Fatigue-Crack Growth Rates in a Silicon Carbide

Ceramic at Elevated Temperatures Using a D. C. Potential System

D. Chen, C. J. Gilbert and R. O. Ritchie

Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

and Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering,

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT:  The understanding of the mechanisms of fatigue-crack propagation in advanced

ceramics at elevated temperatures (>800°C) has in part been hampered by the experimental difficulty in

directly measuring crack lengths, and hence crack-growth rates, at such high temperatures.  In this

study, we show how the direct-current (D.C.) electrical-potential technique, which has been used for

such measurements in metallic materials for over 30 years, can be successfully utilized to monitor

fatigue-crack growth rates in situ in a silicon carbide ceramic at temperatures between 850 to 1300°C,

because of the electrical conductivity in SiC at these temperatures.  In addition to providing a highly

efficient means of collecting such data, this approach offers several significant advantages over the

techniques that have been used to date for advanced ceramics, particularly in avoiding artifacts due to

thermal fatigue and oxidation from repeated exposure to air and/or lower temperatures while making

measurements.  Effects of parameters such as load ratio and loading frequency are examined, both on

crack-growth behavior and the accuracy of measurement.  With appropriate considerations, electrical-

potential calibrations determined at ambient temperatures in metallic materials can be readily applied to

elevated temperature measurements in silicon carbide.

KEYWORDS: Crack monitoring, electrical-potential method, ceramics, fatigue-crack propagation,

elevated temperatures
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Introduction

Accurate and continuous measurements of crack lengths and hence crack-growth rates are critical

for experimental studies on subcritical crack growth by fatigue, creep or environmentally assisted

cracking.  Although a number of successful techniques have been developed for the in situ monitoring

of crack extension at ambient temperatures [1-4], few are successful at elevated temperatures [5].  One

notable success is the direct-current (D.C.) electrical-potential technique, which has been used for

metallic materials for over 30 years [6-8] and as such has been adopted for high-temperature crack

initiation and propagation studies typically at temperatures less than 650°C [9-11], primarily because of

its simplicity, applicability and relatively low cost.

Corresponding measurements of subcritical crack-growth studies in non-conducting materials, such

as ceramics, however, have been confined to visual and elastic compliance methods or techniques

involving conducting metallic foils affixed or evaporated on the test specimen surface [e.g., 12-14].

Because most of these techniques are largely ineffective at the elevated temperatures pertinent to

ceramics, i.e., from 850 to 1300°C and greater, the characterization of subcritical crack-growth

behavior in ceramics at these industrially relevant temperatures has been quite limited.  Although laser

interferometric [15] and high-temperature [16] displacement gages have been developed, currently the

vast majority of cyclic fatigue-crack extension measurements in ceramics at elevated temperatures

greater than 800°C have involved optical (visual) measurements, invariably achieved following

periodic cooling of the test specimens.  Since this can lead to extraneous effects from thermal fatigue

and oxidation from repeated exposure to air, there is a clear need for a direct in situ measurement

technique, which provides greater efficiency in collecting data.

Because most advanced ceramics are, in general, electrically non conductive, the electrical-potential

method has not to date been considered as a serious crack-monitoring technique.  However, in the

current work, we show that whereas this is the case for ambient temperature behavior, at elevated
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temperatures some advanced ceramics such as silicon carbide display sufficient electrical conductivity

that the electrical-potential technique can be utilized as a highly efficient method for the continuous, in

situ monitoring of crack-growth rates at temperatures between ~ 800 and 1300°C.

Experimental Procedures

Material and Test Specimens

The material under investigation was an in situ toughened, monolithic silicon carbide, hot-pressed at

1900oC for 1 h at 50 MPa pressure with additions (in wt.%) of 3Al-0.6B-2C (termed ABC-SiC).  The

resulting microstructure consisted of a three-dimensional interlocking network of elongated plate-like

grains. Details of material processing and microstructural characterization have been presented

elsewhere [17]. Cyclic fatigue-crack growth tests were performed using 3-mm thick disk-shaped

compact-tension DC(T) specimens with a width of ~28 mm, a geometry that conforms to ASTM E 647

(Standard Test Method for Measurement of Fatigue Crack Growth Rate).

Elevated-Temperature Cyclic Fatigue Testing

To evaluate the crack-monitoring technique, test specimens were cycled at 850, 1200 and 1300°C, at

a range of load ratios (load ratio = R = Pmin/Pmax, where Pmin and Pmax are the minimum and maximum

applied loads, respectively, during a loading cycle) from R ~ 0.1 to 0.5 and loading frequencies

(sinusoidal waveform) from ν ~ 3 to 25 Hz, in general accordance with E 647.  Specifically, tests were

conducted under automated stress intensity, K, control at a constant load ratio, with growth rates

monitored under decreasing stress intensity range ∆K (∆K = Kmax – Kmin, where Kmax and Kmin are the

maximum and minimum stress intensity factors, respectively, during a loading cycle) conditions with a

normalized K-gradient † set to -0.08 mm-1.  Prior to testing, the DC(T) test specimens were fatigue pre-

                                                
† The K-gradient is a factor that defines the rate at which the stress intensity K will increase or decrease with crack extension
during a fatigue test. The applied stress intensity range is governed by the equation, ∆Kc = ∆Ki exp[K-gradient (ac−ai)],
where the subscripts "c" and "i" indicate the current and initial values of the associated variable, and a is the crack length.
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cracked at room temperature for several millimeters beyond the half-chevron-shaped starter notch; this

notch geometry was used to facilitate crack initiation.

All tests were performed on a computer-controlled commercial servo-hydraulic mechanical testing

system in an environmental chamber/furnace, heated by graphite elements that maintain temperature to

within ±1°C, with an environment of flowing gaseous argon at atmospheric pressure.  Heating and

cooling rates were kept at 10°C/min to minimize any thermal shock effects.  After reaching the desired

temperature and prior to commencing the test, the furnace temperature was kept constant for 1-3 h to

permit the thermal equilibrium of the system.

Crack lengths at elevated temperatures were monitored in situ using the electrical-potential method,

as described in the following section.  To verify such measurements, readings were checked using an

optical microscope. For comparison, room-temperature cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates were also

measured using the back-face strain elastic-unloading compliance method [18,19], using a 350 Ω strain

gage affixed to the back surface of the specimen.

Crack Length Measurements using Electrical-Potential Methods

Principle of the electrical-potential technique:  The electrical-potential technique is based on the

phenomenon that the presence of a crack in an electrical field can introduce a disturbance which can be

interpreted in terms of crack size and shape of specimen.  When applied to the crack-growth

monitoring, the method entails passing a constant direct- or alternating-current through a cracked test

specimen, and measuring the change in electrical potential across the crack as it propagates (Fig. 1).

With increasing crack length, the uncracked cross-sectional area of the test piece decreases, its

electrical resistance increases, and thus the potential difference between two points spanning the crack

rises. By monitoring this increasing potential, V, and comparing it with the reference potential, Vo, the

ratio of crack length to width, a/W, can be determined through the use of the relevant calibration curve

for the particular test-specimen geometry concerned. In practice, the crack length is expressed as a
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function of the normalized potential (V/Vo) and the initial crack length (ao). Through the use of such

non-dimensional ratio, calibration curves become independent of material properties, test-specimen

thickness, and magnitude of input current. Hence, the same calibration equation can, in principle, be

used for different materials, provided the same specimen geometry and current input/potential

measurement probe locations are maintained.

Unique feature of electrical resistivity in SiC:  As noted above, electrical-potential methods have not

been utilized for ceramics as they are invariably non-conducting, although at lower temperatures,

conducting metal foils can be affixed to test specimen surfaces to monitor crack advance [12,13].

Silicon carbide, however, does display some degree of electrical conductivity.  At room temperature, its

electrical resistivity (ρ = ~ 104 Ω·cm) is too high to use the method effectively. At elevated

temperatures, on the other hand, there are roughly three orders of magnitude decrease in the resistivity,

i.e., ρ = ~ 10 1 Ω·cm at temperatures greater than 600°C (Fig. 2), such that the technique can be

usefully applied.

Experiment setup and measurement procedures:  Using the experiment setup shown in Fig. 1, a

constant direct current of ~ 400-800 mA generated by a stabilized D.C. voltage supply was passed

through the DC(T) sample. With an electrical resistance between the potential leads of 20-50 Ω (ρ ~ 10

Ω·cm) at temperatures greater than 600°C, a corresponding initial output potential of 0.4-1.0 V was

developed across the notch mouth.  Subsequent changes in this potential were then measured

continuously to permit in situ monitoring of crack length.  Electrical-potential calibrations for this

specimen geometry, given in ref. 19, were used to compute crack lengths.

To reduce background electrical noise, the output voltage was first passed through a filter with low-

pass cutoff frequency of 1-10 Hz. The voltage signal was monitored using a digital nanovoltmeter

(resolution ~ 0.1 µV), displayed on a strip chart plotter, and fed into a computerized fatigue-test

controlling system which instantaneously calculated the crack length according to the measured output
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potential and the calibration curve. The no-current voltage was measured periodically to determine the

thermal voltage such that the output voltage could be compensated.  Care was taken to maintain a

single ground in the electrical measurement set up to further minimize noise levels.

Measurement accuracy:  Measurement accuracy may be affected by a number of factors, including the

electrical stability and resolution of the potential measurement system, joining between the test

specimen and the current input potential measurement leads, electrical insulation of the specimen from

the loading device, electrical contact between crack surfaces due to crack closure and/or bridging of

uncracked segments, changes of electrical resistivity with microstructural evolution, temperature

variations, or both.  The influence of these factors is described as follows:

Connection between specimen and current and potential leads  One of the key points for making

successful electrical-potential mesurements at elevated temperatures is the reliable connection between

the ceramic test specimen and metallic current input and potential measurement leads. To reduce errors

from variations in the contact resistance, the leads must be firmly attached to the test specimen and

maintain a good electrical contact at elevated temperatures under prolonged cyclic loading.  In the

present study, a two-layer joinning method using ultrahigh-tempearture adhesives was adopted, as

illustrated schematically in Fig. 3. First, a graphite adhesive layer connecting the 100-µm diameter high

purity molybdenum leads to the test specimen was made to ensure a good electrical contact. After

thermal curing at 200°C for 2 h, the graphite layer was then covered by a thin layer of alumina adhesive

to provide oxidation protection for the graphite layer.  Furthermore, in order to strengthen the joint,

small notches of ~ 0.5 mm in depth and ~ 0.12 mm in width were cut on the edges of test specimens

where the ends of metallic leads were embedded before coatings with adhesive.

To optimize sensitivity (the ability to discriminate between small differences in crack length),

reproducibility (inaccuracies produced by small errors in positioning the potential leads) and

measurability (the signal-to-noise ratios which largely depends on the magnitude of output voltage
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signal), as described in Ref. 20, the potential leads were placed on the notched side of DC(T) test

specimen, ~1 mm away from the central line, as recommended by the E 647; the current input leads

were placed on the top and bottom sides in order to anchor securely their connections, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.

Insulation of specimen from the loading device  To ensure accurate potential readings, it is generally

necessary that the test specimen constitutes the only conducting path for the D.C. current, i.e., the test

specimen is electrically insulated from the testing machine or any other component to which it is

attached.  In the present experiments, as the high-temperature loading rods were made of graphite

which is conducting, the test specimen was electrically isolated using non-conducting, high-purity

alumina loading pins; this ensured that the electrical resistance of the loading device was a factor of

approximately 104 times larger than that of the test specimen.  It should be noted that for operation at

high temperatures, it is critically important to use high purity materials for the various loading,

insulator and measurement components, as lower purity materials can be prone to erratic changes in

conductivity at these temperatures.

Effect of thermal EMFs  One of the prime difficulties with D.C. electrical potential techniques is the

junction potentials created at points of current and potential lead attachment.  To avoid such thermal

electromotive forces (EMFs), potential leads are ideally made from the same material as the test

specimen.  With advanced ceramics, this is clearly not feasible.  In this study, where high purity

molybdenum wires (insulated by ceramic sleeves) were used, it was necessary to measure and correct

for the thermal EMFs by taking a potential reading at zero current; this voltage was then offset using a

signal conditioner which also served as a filter to reduce noise.

Crack closure and grain bridging effects  A characteristic of many monolithic ceramics, such as Al2O3,

Si3N4 and SiC, is that they can develop a zone of interlocking grain bridges behind the crack tip;

indeed, such bridging constitutes their primary (extrinsic) toughening mechanism, which then degrades
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under cyclic loading [e.g., 14].  Such bridging results in crack surface contact close to the crack tip,

akin to crack closure behavior in metals [21], and is particularly prevalent in the ABC-SiC evaluated in

this study [22].  This phenomenon results in an electrically conducting path behind the crack front,

leading to underestimates of the actual crack length.  Moreover, depending upon the loading frequency

and the response of the measurement device, such bridging can also cause significant changes in the

electrical potential during the loading cycle.  Indeed, in the present study, variations in the potential

during the cycle led to variations in measured crack lengths of typically 0.05 mm or more.

To minimize these effects, (i) potential readings were taken at the peak load during the loading

cycle, and (ii) a linear correction for such electrical shorting and other sources of error was made

through comparison to the actual final crack length, measured optically at the completion of the test, as

described below.

Precision and stability of measurements  Because of their low resistivity ~10-11 Ω·cm, typical output

voltages in metallic materials are in the microvolt range, even with applied currents as large as  ~50 A.

This necessitates the use of an amplifier, with the gain of 103-104, to enhance output voltages prior to

measurement.  However, with SiC ceramics at temperatures greater than 600°C, the resistivity is ~ 10

Ω·cm, such that a relatively small current (< 1 A) produces an output voltage across the notch of ≥ 1 V.

Such a larger output voltage in SiC obviates the use of signal amplifiers, with the usual problems of

long term “drift”. In addition the signal-to-noise ratio is markedly improved, thereby making

measurements more reliable.

Another consideration for testing at elevated temperatures is to ensure that the temperature of the

test specimen is constant and uniform, especially between the potential measurement leads, as this can

result in false indications of crack length changes.  However, this effect is minimal with SiC as the

resistivity is essentially independent of temperature at greater than 600°C (Fig. 2).
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Validation of the calibration to elevated temperatures:  Finally, there is the issue of calibration and the

applicability of experimental room-temperature calibrations [e.g., 6,7,19,20] for elevated temperature

use.  In principle, electrical-potential calibrations are independent of temperature, provided it is

constant. At elevated temperatures, however, time-dependent creep deformation, microstructural

changes and the build-up or break-down of corrosion products inside the growing crack can all affect

the electrical resistivity. However, the oxidation resistance of SiC at 1200 to 1300°C is high and the

steady-state creep rates, ε� , are relatively low, i.e., ε� < 6×10-10 s-1 at an applied stress of 100 MPa [23],

such that problems from these effects are minimized.

Results and Discussion

Using the electrical-potential method to monitor crack lengths, cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates in

ABC-SiC at 850, 1200 and 1300°C are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the applied stress intensity

range, ∆K, for loading frequencies of 3 and 25 Hz, and load ratios of 0.1 and 0.5. Corresponding results

at 25°C, where crack lengths were measured using back-face strain compliance, are shown for

comparison.  A detailed mechanistic description of cyclic fatigue-crack growth behavior in ABC-SiC is

presented elsewhere [24].

To examine the accuracy of such measurements, crack lengths determined from the electrical

potential method were compared with those measured using an optical microscope at the completion of

the test.  Generally, it was found that lengths determined using the electrical potential method were less

than the optically measured values due to the various sources of error sources described above.

Assuming the optically measured crack lengths were the actual crack lengths, a linear correction factor

was used to quantify this underestimate and to “correct” the raw data:

∆a = ∆ap (1 + δa / ∆apf ) , (1)
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where ∆a is the crack extension at any instant; ∆ap is the crack extension determined from the electrical

potential output, δa is the discrepancy in the optically measured and electrical potential determined

final crack extension, and ∆apf is the final crack extension determined from the electrical potential

method.  The value of the correction factor increases linearly (the choice of the linear function is

arbitrary) between zero at the initial crack length to a maximum at the final crack length.

In Fig. 5, the absolute discrepancy, defined as |(∆apf - ∆aav)/∆aav|, between values of the final crack

extension determined from electrical-potential measurements, ∆apf, and the average values measured

on the test specimens after testing using an optical microscope, ∆aav.  The total crack extension for each

test was 2 to 3 mm.  It is apparent that the error increases with increasing temperature and decreasing

load ratio, and is somewhat greater at 3 Hz compared to 25 Hz.  Quantitatively, the discrepancy

between optically measured and crack extensions determined from the electrical potential method range

from 5 to 6 % at 850oC to 9 to 12% at 1200 to 1300°C.  Such a magnitude of error, 5-12%, refers to the

crack extension. The corresponding error in terms of the total crack length is much smaller, being 1-3%

in terms of the size of  test specimens used in this study.  In practice, before the crack started to growth,

i.e. below the fatigue crack-growth threshold ∆Kth, the input reference potential was adjusted to make

the output calculated crack length equal to the actual initial crack length ao. In this study, roughly

twenty measurements were conducted in ABC-SiC, and the measurement errors in crack length in all

experiments were within the range stated above.

It should be noted that the effect of such measurement errors in crack length on the subsequent

calculation of stress intensity range ∆K and crack growth rate da/dN are small. By using an average

crack length of ~13 mm and total crack extension of ~2.5 mm during fatigue for the size of DC(T)

specimens used in this study, a 5-12% measurement error in the crack extension (or 1-3% error in the

total crack length) translated to a change in the value of corresponding stress intensity range ∆K of only

0.05-0.15 MPa√m. Such a magnitude of error in ∆K will not essentially affect the characterization of
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the cyclic fatigue-crack growth behavior. Furthermore, after the raw data of crack length were

"corrected" using Eq.1, the error of calculated ∆K was negligible. Since the relative influence of such

crack length measurement errors on the calculated crack growth rate is even smaller, we conclude that

the magnitude of error in the crack length using this technique does not compromise the generation of

accurate crack growth rate vs. ∆K data.

As discussed in previous section, several phenomena occurred at elevated temperatures may account

for such variations in measurement accuracy.  First, at temperatures greater than ~1100°C, there can be

a marked decrease in the resistivity of the loading pins and/or wire insulators, which lowers relative

resistance of the test specimen compared to the loading path by two orders of magnitude.  Second, the

magnitude of thermal EMFs from dissimilar material junctions increases. Third, greater measurement

errors at 3 Hz, compared to 25 Hz, frequencies probably resulted from the extended testing time at the

lesser frequency, i.e., typically a 3 Hz test may last ~10 days compared to ~2 days at 25 Hz.  Longer

duration at elevated temperatures, especially at 1200°C and above, can cause greater thermal EMFs

drift, and in general make it more difficult to maintain the electrical stability of the potential

measurement system. For example, although the graphite layer used to bond the metallic wires to the

test specimen has an alumina coating, oxidation can occur leading to changes in the contact resistance

and hence the reference voltage, Vo.  Lastly, the lower accuracy at R = 0.1, compared to R = 0.5, can be

attributed to reduced crack surface contact, and hence less electrical shorting, at the greater load ratio.

Finally, it should be noted that although in principle there is no upper temperature limit for the use

of the electrical-potential crack-monitoring technique, in practice we have found that to successfully

minimize the many sources of error described above for conducting ceramics, it is difficult to operate at

temperatures much greater than 1300°C without severely compromising the claimed accuracy of 5-12%

on crack extension measurements.
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Conclusions

In the present work, the D.C. electrical-potential crack-monitoring method was utilized to

continuously monitor cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates in situ at elevated temperatures, 850 - 1300°C,

in an advanced SiC ceramic that displays some degree of electrical conductivity (indeed this method is

also being used currently for other brittle materials, including Ti3SiC2 and Mo-12Si-8.5B).  In addition

to the usual requirements of a stable system for measuring electrical potential and a constant current

supply, the technique was shown to provide reasonable accurate results if  (i) contact resistances (where

the current leads attach to the test specimen) were minimized through the use of coated high-

temperature adhesives; (ii) thermal EMFs were minimized and accounted for by periodic measurement;

(iii) the test specimen was electrically insulated from the test machine; and (iv) allowance was made for

electrical shorting between mating crack surfaces due to crack bridging and crack closure phenomena.

Using these precautions and a room-temperature experimental calibration, an accuracy on absolute

crack extension measurement of 5-12 % (1-3 % error in the total crack length in terms of the specimens

used in this study) was attained for operations up to a practical upper limit in temperature of ~1300°C.
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTIONS

  FIG. 1Schematic illustration showing the principle and experimental set-up for the electrical-

potential method for in situ monitoring of crack extension.

  FIG. 2Relationship between electrical resistivity, ρ, and temperature in the SiC, where ρo is the

resistivity at room temperature. Note that the electrical resistance drops dramatically with increasing

temperature and then stays almost constant at temperatures greater than ~600°C.

  FIG. 3Schematic illustration showing the connection between the SiC sample and the metallic

current input and potential measurement leads using high-temperature graphite and alumina

adhesives.

  FIG. 4Cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates, da/dN, in ABC-SiC as a function of the applied stress-

intensity range ∆K, at temperatures between 25 and 1300°C at frequencies of 3 and 25 Hz and load

ratios of 0.1 and 0.5.  Results at 850 - 1300°C were derived from electrical-potential measurements;

corresponding results at 25°C involved crack length monitoring using back-face strain compliance.

  FIG. 5Absolute value of the percent discrepancy, |(∆apf - ∆aav)/∆aav|, between values of final crack

extension determined from electrical-potential measurements, ∆apf, and the mean crack extension value

measured optically  on the specimens after testing, ∆aav.
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